Swell is a minimalistic furniture collection with a playful, light-hearted feel designed by the Swedish designer Jonas Wagell. The Scandinavian simplicity of the design is accentuated by a stringent design without unnecessary details. In spite of this, Swell oozes with character and personality and its soft, curved shapes make it both inviting and provide great sitting comfort.
Swell Sofa

**DESCRIPTION**
The voluminous silhouettes of the Swell series give the furniture pieces a playful and light-hearted feel and ensure a great sitting comfort. The name Swell is a reference to rising bread. The stitching on the back and the seats divide the sofa into sections and completes the look.

**DESIGN**
Jonas Wagell, 2013

**MATERIAL**
Shell: HR Foam with Upholstery, Plywood
Legs: Painted Ash

**CONSTRUCTION**
Swell consists of a solid plywood frame with Nozaq springs with HR 38 cold foam on the seat and HR 35 cold foam on the back and armrests. On top is a layer of supersoft S25 cold foam which ensures optimal comfort. The legs are made of painted ash.

**ACCESSORIES**
Comes with plastic (PE) gliders

---

Swell Armchair

**UPHOLSTERY**
Camira Main Line Flax
Camira Synergy
Gabriel Breeze Fusion

**LEGS**
Black